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Discover Powered Parachuting with a Six Chuter

What Is A Powered
Parachute?
Our Powered Parachute is a compact airframe
with seats for a pilot and passenger.  Six Chuter
uses the safe and reliable Rotax and Kawasaki
engines that offer range in horsepower from 42
to 100.  We fly with a high quality 500 square
foot nylon canopy with a lifting capacity of over
one thousand pounds! Fuel capacity is 5-15
gallons of regular gasoline.  This combination
provides the potential operating capacity for
three or more hours of flying. Most models come
standard with a full digital instrument system

How Does it Work?
The canopy is positioned on the ground behind the
aircraft for takeoff.  As the pilot adds power and the
aircraft begins to roll forward the canopy inflates and
rotates overhead.

After carefully checking the inflated canopy, the pilot
adds full power to takeoff and climb.  The Powered
Parachute has only two controls, the steering bars
and the throttle.  Add power and you gain altitude,
and reduce power to lose altitude.  Pushing on the
left steering bar makes the plane turn left. Push on
the right steering bar and the plane turns right.
Landing takes a bit of practice but is quickly
mastered.

In the unlikely event of an engine failure your
canopy is already up and the powered parachute
continues to fly normally.  With a six to one glide
ratio you can easily and safely guide your aircraft
to a safe and uneventful landing.

“Powered Parachutes are simply the safest,
easiest to learn, and most inexpensive way
to fly in the world”

Check Out the Classic Six
Chuter Video On You Tube
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The Safest, Easiest and Most Economical Way to Fly

Learn More About
Powered Parachutes

Six Chuter Website

Six Chuters Around the World Slideshow

Six Chuter You Tube Videos and Slideshows

Six Chuter Facebook Page

Six Chuter Owner’s Facebook Page

Six Chuter Store (Books and Media)

Contact Us

888 727-1998/509 884-8084
sixchuterinfo@comcast.net

Contact Form


